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Part II
Did Abraham Lincoln's icon image on

money influence his public perception?
By Fred Reed©

THIS ARTICLE IS THE SECOND TO EXAMINE
the effect (if any) of Abraham Lincoln's image on U.S.

paper money and coins in shaping public perception of our
nation's martyred 16th Chief Executive.

Readers are referred to the original article in this series of
similar title, published in Paper Money Sept/Oct 2006, pp.
395ff., which examined "Significant Lincoln Images" in more
than 500 books published from Lincoln's time down to the
present.

That study was the first of its kind, of which I am aware,
to examine the shadow cast by numismatic representations on
the Lincoln legacy. It drew a good deal of positive response
within the hobby. I am most happy to report it was also
selected to appear in the Winter 2007 issue of Lincoln Herald,
published by
Lincoln Memorial
University, one of
the oldest and
most prestigious
of the scholarly
Lincoln journals.*

Research for
the earlier study
and the present
one too were
financed in part
by grants from
our Society of
Paper Money
Collectors, for
which I am deeply
thankful.

For those not
familiar with the
earlier study:
Over time I realized that money is a powerful media of indoc-
trination. The ancients knew a thing or two about putting
their images on their coinage, and the effects are no less pro-
nounced today. Money images are the most ubiquitous of the
Lincoln graphical devices. I formed a working hypothesis that
Abe's appearances on our money over time created a public
persona, an icon image branded by repetition, which was

* The Lincoln Herald is a publication of Lincoln Memorial
University, Harrowgate, TN. This quarterly, starting its
110th volume (since 1938 under the present name), is edited
by Dr. Thomas R. Turner. Managing editor is Steven
Wilson, Curator and Assistant Director of the Abraham
Lincoln Library and Museum at LMU. Subscriptions are $25
a year from Lincoln Memorial University Press, 1234
Cumberland Gap Parkway, Harrogate, TN 37752.

reflected in subsidiary ways in other popular media, thus creat-
ing an even more powerful brand in public consciousness.

To test this hypothesis, I surveyed the principal image of
Lincoln selected to appear in various biographies and histo-
ries, such as a cover or frontispiece illustration which I called a
"Significant Lincoln Image" (SLI). I surveyed about 1,000
volumes in a bias-neutral manner, recording images on books
as they fell on the shelves of a major Lincolniana library at
Lincoln Memorial University. Readers are directed to the
earlier article for details.

My study found several strong correllations to the use of
Lincoln money images as models for SLI's. Several of were:

(1) the official Congressional observance on Lincoln's birth-
day Feb. 12, 1866, Memorial Address on the Life and
Character of Abraham Lincoln, incorporates as its fron-
tispiece National Bank Note Co.'s Lincoln portrait
"Engraved and Printed at the Treasury Department;"

(2) the current $5 FRN image has ALWAYS been popular,
but enjoys resurgence concurrent to its use on these new
notes;

(3) a surge of interest in the old familiar $5 pose followed
closely introduction of $1 Silver Certificates with this
image in 1899;

(4) the ingrained "$5 pose" (used on the old style $5 notes of
several classes) became increasingly popular from the
1950s onward until it was supplanted by the new
"NexGen" $5 FRNs;

(5) several works employ CSA banknote engraver Frederick
Halpin's Lincoln portrait engraving that was Charles
Burt's Fractional Currency model;

(6) the cent profile employed by Brenner ginned interest in
this image by book publishers;

(7) Lincoln Centennary Assoc. compilation, Speeches of
Abraham Lincoln (1908), employs a die proof of the Alfred
Seeley Cooper Union portrait engraving on its title page,
which was used on a Civil War era obsolete banknote.

These findings tend to show some correllation between
Lincoln money images and their use in secondary media. I
thought the findings were interesting, but not necessarily con-
clusive. Could such an experiment be duplicated, for example?
Or, could another scale be developed to measure this effect:
On my part, I promised to revisit the hypothesis.

Published here for the first time are the results of a subse-
quent investigation. Casting around for another yardstick to
measure the effect (if any) of Lincoln's money images, I deter-
mined to study additional SLI use, but this time on periodical
literature rather than just duplicate the previous effort with
books. I thought erroneously (and probably naively too!) that
since Lincoln topics had been parsed repeatedly, I'd locate a
list of Lincoln images on periodical covers and see what (if
any) correllation existed.
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Table 2 -- A Timeline of Lincoln Numismatic Images on U.S. Federal Paper Money and the Lincoln Cent
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I figured there must be at least a thousand different
Lincoln magazine covers, and probably more. Not so fast, hot
shot. Apparently the extensive (and they really are extensive)
Lincoln bibliographies of periodical literature do not attempt
to list Lincoln appearances as cover illustrations. Undeterred,
I reasoned, that large collections of Lincolniana (and there are
many) must exist with a category devoted to such literature,
perhaps as a sub-category of a prints classification.

There may be such specialized Lincolniana collections of
periodical cover prints, but I haven't turned up one yet.
Apparently Lincoln cover illustrations are relegated to clip-
ping files and ephemera.

A typical response from an institutional source was
received from Cindy VanHorn Registrar at the Lincoln
Museum in Fort Wayne, IN. "Fred, I'm sorry, but our whole
collection is kept in our storage vault with staff only access.
There is no browsing possible. A researcher here must have a
specific topic of interest for which we will bring out appropri-
ate materials. We do not have a file on magazine covers on
which Lincoln photographs appear. Also, the Museum does
not subscribe to popular magazine titles such as TIME or
Newsweek on whose covers I know Lincoln's photograph has
appeared in the last few years. I would suggest you do your
research in a larger public or university library.

"Then if you need to find specific issues of periodicals
with Lincoln on the cover, you are welcome to come here to
go through our catalog cards on our magazine clippings file.
But you would need to know beforehand the specific magazine
for which you're looking for the catalog cards to be of use to
you in your research," she added.

I quickly found that it's one of those "Catch 22" style
dilemmas. One has to know where the desired object is before
he can look for it there.

Ms. VanHorn's insights were mirrored by Abraham
Lincoln Library and Museum Archivist Michelle Ganz, who
told me, "I haven't compiled a list of 'Lincoln covers'. I am
intrigued, though. Lincoln has been featured on a staggering
number of covers for all sorts of publications. I don't know of
anyone who has ever attempted to undertake a project such as
this. I'm not even sure if the LOC has something like this, but
they would have the closest thing to it."

AVith the robustness of Lincoln periodical cover illustra-
tions it is surprising to me that no one has undertaken a spe-
cialized study on this species of print. LiVIU Assistant

Director Steve Wilson corroborated Ms. Ganz's view, telling
me he couldn't recall anyone who had ever compiled a listing
of Lincoln images on periodical covers. "Not that I'm aware
of," Wilson said, "and having seen hundreds of Lincoln
images on covers, you'll have plenty to choose from. . . . I
don't think there is a category" in the Lincoln Memorial
University collection for this type of illustration.

Well, one man's ephemera is another's gold, as eBay
abundantly proves. The ancient Chinese say, "a journey of a
thousand li begins with a single step ..." so I plunged in.

Undeterred, I canvassed numerous library holdings, pub-
lic, private, academic, and on line, and even book sellers'
inventories. In a four-month period commencing September
2007, 1 logged miles, spent time, money, took pictures, made
photocopies, and entered an abundance of notes into my lap-
top computer. Again, this record-keeping was conducted in a
bias-neutral manner. I considered every magazine that fell
within my purview.

Frankly, I had a lot of frustration, and occasioned a mea-
sure of incredulity from some that I just wanted to look
through stacks of magazines to find those with covers showing
Abe Lincoln. But along the way I also had a lot of help from
efficient librarians, who suffered my intrusions patiently.

Even discounting periodicals such as the journal of the
Abraham Lincoln Association, Lincoln Herald, and similar special-
ist periodicals which habitually depict Lincoln on their covers,
I developed a census of 201 general and niche periodicals pub-
lished over the past 140-odd years with Lincoln covers.

This result is certainly not the sampling of a thousand
publications which I had envisioned, but it is a broad cross-
section of periodicial literature anyway. It is also apparently a
larger listing than has been compiled elsewhere in the last cen-
tury.

There was, as I suspected, a lot of interest in Lincoln
across the pallet of general and special interest periodicals.
Every publication, or so it seems, has it own parochial interest
in a portion of Old Abe's legacy and slants its coverage toward
the interests of its readers. Not unexpectedly, interest peaks
early in the year around the time of the anniversary of Abe's
birth February 12. In fact 40 percent of the titles in the survey
bore February dates. This number jumps to nearly 49 percent
among memorial uses in publications post-1880s. April (the
month of Lincoln's death) and November (the month of the
Gettysburg Address) recorded 11 percent respectively of uses
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Table 3 -- Periodicals yielding Significant Lincoln Images (SLIs) by Decade and Type in Several Libraries, Collections & Archives

Items Demand Cent 	 French Gettysburg St. G Other Cooper

Decade w/SLI & LT New $5 Old $5 	 FC pose Profile 	 Statue AL/Tad Lincoln Statue Statues Union
1860s 37* t 1 2

1b 4
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7'
11 3

7
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1910s 10 1 2

1920s 10 2

1930s 14 2 2 1 2

1940s 17 2 4a 2

1950s 22 1 2 2 2c

1960s 17 1 1 la 1
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17
9

1
1

1
2

4
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2
2

3c
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1990s 20  3 3 6

2000s 13 1 t 2 1

Totals 204 Oe 8f 9g 	 Oe 13h	 15i 51 22k 2 1 11m 6

indicates time period of issue of paper money/cents with the indicated Lincoln money image exclusive of commemoratives

* Illustrative Lincoln covers were VERY popular during the Civil War era, as would be expected
• Fewer illustrated cover periodicals were issued in the 1870s-1880s, and none were found with a Lincoln image, until the 1890s

when memorializing Lincoln once again become a perenially popular illustrated cover subject
Includes once instance each of Lincoln Memorial images
Proposed Lincoln Burial Monument, Springfield, IL
Includes one instance each of Mount Rushmore
Volk life mask

The short-lived Lincoln portraits on the $10 Demand & Legal Tender Notes, $20 Interest-Bearing Notes / Compound Interest
Treasury Notes, and 50( Fractionals had no impact on periodical cover illustration among items sampled
The Current $5 pose, which previously appeared on high value Gold Certificates has traditionally been a popular Lincoln portrait for
hook and periodical SLIs -- but notice how its use parallels the issue of federal paper money with this image
The Old $5 portrait, which previously appeared on $100 Legal Tender Notes was a popular Lincoln portrait for a century following
its introduction on the $1 Silver Certificates and $5s of several classes, until replaced by the Current $5 pose
The cent profile has been popular since the early 1900s and quickly eclipsed other Lincoln profile portrait models for periodical
cover use -- notice how the use of Lincoln profile images on periodical covers parallels the issue of Lincoln cents
Daniel Chester French's seated Lincoln figure in the Memorial at the west end of the Mall in D.C. has been a very popular model
since shortly after its official dedication in 1922
Lincoln and son Tad, a perennial favorite for book SLIs, has ceased to have that same appeal on periodical covers, although a 20( U.S.
postage stamp on that model labeled "A Nation of Readers" was issued October 16, 1984

k The "Gettysburg" Lincoln portrait, which was the most popular model among book SLIs, is also the most popular model in this study
1 The standing Lincoln by Augustus Saint-Gaudens in Chicago, which ceased to become a popular SLI in the previous study after the

1930s, ceased to become a significant model for periodical covers after the 1910s
m Other statues/memorials of/to Lincoln became quite significant as SLIs on periodicals supplanting the Saint-Gaudens, similar to what

was revealed in the book SLI study

a
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in this memorial time period. Distribution among the other
nine months was random and very nearly equal.

Periodicals in the survey with recorded Lincoln covers
included: All Aboard, Amazing, American Antiques journal,
American Boy, American Collector, American Heritage, American
History Illustrated, American Legion Magazine, American Legion
Monthly, American Magazine, American Phrenological journal,
Atlantic, Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure, Bill & Ted's Excellent
Comics, Biografias Selectos, Blue & Gray, Bluebook, Budget of Fun,
Captain America, Captain America the Falcon,

Also, Century Illustrated, Chicago Times Magazine, Chicago
Tribune Magazine, Chicago Tribune TV Week, Civil War, Civil
War Chronicles, Civil War Times Illustrated, Classic Images,
Classics Illustrated, Colliers, Comentario, Cornerstone, Country
Home, Deutsch Amerika, Em Guarda, En Guardia (that's right
they are different; one is Spanish-language, the other
Portuguese), Etude, Fate, First Strike, Flash, Funniest Nun,
Gedenkhlatt, George, Graphic Antiquarian, Great Guns, Guns
Magazine, Hampton's, Harper's Weekly, Hobbies, Home, House of
Mystery, Household, junior Scholastic, Kid's Discover,

Also, Ladies Home journal, Legends, Leslie's Illustrated, Life,
Literary Digest, Mad magazine, McClure's, Mekeels & Stamps
Magazine, Mid-Week Pictorial, Missouri-Pacific Magazine,
Mysteries of Unexplored Worlds, National Lampoon, New York
Illustrated News, New York Times Magazine, New Yorker, Paper
Money, Playbill, Picture Stories from American History, Portrait
'Monthly, Rail Splitter, Railroad Trainman, Railway Carmen's
journal, Saturday Evening Post, Scalphunter, Scooby-Doo,

Also, Self Culture, Smithsonian, Spinning Wheel, Stage After
Dark, Success Unlimited, Time, The Buick Magazine, The Ft-a,
The Incredible Hulk, The Instructor, The Magazine Antiques, The
Mentor, The Numismatist, The Playgoer, The Rotarian, The Sun,
This Week, Treasure Chest, True, the man 's magazine, TV Week,
Unknown Worlds, Warrior, Wierd Tales, Wisdom, Young Folks
Library, Youth's Companion, U.S. News & World Report, Vanity
Fair, Western Christian Advocate, and Women 's Day.

All these disparate publications had a distictive slant on
Lincoln's life and legacy. And I'll tell you that as a long time
member of the American Society of Magazine Editors, even I
was surprised by the variety of this specialized interest.
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Self-Culture
published by
Werner Co.,

Akron, Ohio,
February 1899

First Strike
published by

American
Numismatic Assn.,

Winter 1989

Deutsch-Amerika
published by New

Yorker Stats-
Zeitung,

Feb. 12, 1916

So what did I find?	 research efforts, did many illustrated Lincoln covers for publi-
Periodical illustration is MUCH more diverse than book cations such as the Lincoln Herald, Treasure Chest and others.

illustration as least so far as "Significant Lincoln Images."	 One of the outstanding items in my personal Lincoln
There's a tradition in periodicals of distinctive illustrated coy- 	 exhibition room is an excellent, large oil painting by Vincente
ers. Editors are always looking for unique and interesting Aderente, a noted muralist and illustrator of the early-20th
takes on an old topic, so the artists and illustrators have a century. It is shown below; please forgive my amateur photo-
much freer reign with their artistic expression. Artists of the graphic efforts. I feel Aderente's portrait, based on the same
caliber of Norman Rockwell, Howard Chandler Christy, photographic exemplars as Brenner's cent (two Lincoln profile
J.L.G. Ferris, J.C. Leyendecker, Howard McCormick, Harry photographs among several others taken Feb. 9, 1864, for
Dunn (he designed the NBC peacock logo too), Boardman Lincoln's 55th birthday by Anthony Berger) must have been
Robinson, Albin Henning, 	 originally created for magazine
A. Burgess, F.S. Brunner,	 use c. 1905-1910 -- although I
C.C. Beall, John Atherton,	 haven't located the magazine(s)
G.W. Harting, Richard	 yet! This portrait hung in a
Cardiff, Walter Frank	 New Jersey attorney's office
Bomar, Charles Kerins,	 for many years. (If you know
Joseph Parrish, Arthur	 where it was used before that
Getz, Ernie Chan, Richard 	 time please tell me.)
Williams, Carroll M.	 i	 Even though the illustra-

Sexton, Lou Wahl, W.E.	 tors often created imaginary

Heede, Frank Bellew,	 scenes to accompany specific

Henry	 Hintermeister,	 i	 editorial content, their images
Charles M. Shean, Banks	 are frequently traceable to dis-
Davis and a host of others	 tinctive Lincoln photographic,
have contributed to public	 sculptural and painted models.
Lincoln consciousness by	 Artists call this "reference
having their artwork appear 	 material," sort of the frame
on the covers of the nation's	 around which they hang their
mass media. 	i . 	

a divine inspiration. Sometimes
Great	 historical	 these models were the same as

Lincoln paintings of G.P.A.those used by the engravers
Healey, Douglas Volk, 	 who created the wonderful
Dennis Malone Carter, J.	 heritage of Lincoln on
Redding Kelly, Joseph	 America's coins and paper
Boggs Beale, Charles R. 	w 	money, principally Charles
Huntington, photographs	 Burt for American Bank Note

Co., an unidentified National
Bank Co. engraver (possibly

Henry Gugler), G.F.C. Smillie and Tom Hipschen at the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and Victor David Brenner
for the cent.

From my survey, trends do become apparent from this
broad canvas of periodical literature surveyed. Many of these
observations are not suitable for this publication (afterall, our

by Mathew Brady and addi-
tional lensmen, statues by
Augustus Saint-Gaudens, Gutzon Borglum, and Daniel
Chester French to mention but three have also contributed to
this rich periodical cover legacy memorializing Lincoln, which
will be detailed in my book.

Prominent Lincoln photo authority, the late Lloyd
Ostendorf, who assisted me in my early Lincoln photograph
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slant is money, right?) -- so those insights will have to wait
upon the bicentennial book Abraham Lincoln, the Image of His
Greatness: Ideal, Idol c/.7. Icon that I am authoring for Whitman
Publications, hopefully to be released later this year.

The 201 Lincoln periodical covers yielded 204 Significant
Lincoln Images because one cover had four SLIs. Readers of
Paper Money may be interested to
know 30 of these 204 SLIs were
derived from the same models as
the three primary money images
from our federal currency/coins,
i.e. (1) Lincoln portrait on $10
Demand and Legal Tender Notes,
and $20 Interest-Bearing and
Compound Interest Treasury
Notes (1861-1869) 0 instances; (2)
Lincoln portrait on $100 U.S.
Notes (1869-1912), $1 Silver
Certificates (1899-1927), and $5
notes of several classes (1914-1999)
9 instances; (3) Lincoln portrait on
$500 Gold Certificates (1882-
1927), and $5 Federal Reserve
Notes (1999-present) 8 instances; (4) 50-cent Fractional
Currency portrait of Lincoln (1869-1870) 0 instances; and (5)
Lincoln cent profile (1909-present) 13 instances.

My findings are given in Table 3 which correllates the
information from Table 2 on various U.S paper money issues
with Lincoln's portrait and the issue of the ubiquitous Lincoln
cent. Although I do not consider the present survey "conclu-
sive proof" of my hypothesis that Lincoln's money images cre-
ated the Lincoln brand via repetition and influenced secondary
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media of indoctrination (books in the previous study and peri-
odicals here), the parallels between Lincoln's money images
and similar depictions on periodicals is unmistakable once
again. This appears to corroborate my earlier findings.

Years ago poet and Lincoln historian Carl Sandburg's
summary chapter on previous Lincoln biographers in his 1940

Pulitzer Prize winning Lincoln biography repro-
duced the Lincoln image from a $10 Demand Note
and offered this insightful opinion: "On the 50-cent
greenbacks and on the $10 bill (above) a steel

My personal favorite Lincoln image is the Gettysburg
Lincoln, so-called because a portrait photo was taken
showing Lincoln full-faced, just weeks before Lincoln's
dedicatory speech at the Gettysburg battlefield ceme-
tery. This has also been THE decided favorite of book
and magazine editors for a century-plus, but has never
appeared on our nation's coins nor paper money.

engraving representing Lincoln's face became famil-
iar to all who looked at it." Sandburg's wisdom is no
less true today as billions upon billions of additional
Lincoln-imaged money items have been released in

the 140+ years since the time about which Sandburg wrote.
It was true during the Civil War, and remains so today.

We all carry Abe with us everyday in our pockets and purses.
Money, the most dominant and ubiquitous images of Abraham
Lincoln available to all Americans, can't help but influence our
perception of the Great Emancipator. And as we have shown,
Father Abraham's money images also appear to influence his
portrayal in significant ways in secondary mass media such as
books and periodicals.

Coming to Paper
Money in 2008

War of 1812
Treasury Notes
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